The object of this paper is to examine some radical properties of quadratic Jordan algebras and to show that under certain conditions, /?(23) = 23n/?(3) where 23 is an ideal of a quadratic Jordan algebra 3, R('&) is the radical of 23, and Ä(3) is the radical of 3-1. Preliminaries.
Preliminaries.
We adopt the notation and terminology of an earlier paper [2] concerning quadratic Jordan algebras (defined by the quadratic operators Ux) as opposed to linear Jordan algebras (defined by the linear operators Lx). Thus we have a product Uxy linear in y and quadratic in x satisfying the following axioms as well as their linearizations:
(UQJI) UX=I (1 the unit); (UQJII) Uu{x)y=UxU,JUx:
(UQJ III) UxVIJ,x=Vx,JUx(Vx,Jz={xyz)=Uxrx).
Throughout this paper 3 will denote a quadratic Jordan algebra over an arbitrary ring of scalars O.
Define a property R of a class of rings (e.g. associative rings or Jordan rings) to be a radical property it it satisfies the following three conditions Many well-known radical properties, but not all. satisfy a further condition: (d) Every ideal of an R ring is again an R ring (i.e. property R is inherited by ideals of an R ring).
If a radical property satisfies condition (d) that property is called hereditary.
In this paper we shall consider all radical properties 7? of 3 such that if 3 contains no R ideals then 3 contains no absolute zero divisors (where z e 3 is an absolute zero divisor if Uz=0). Henceforth such radical properties will be called radical properties of type A.
Two of the more prominent radical properties are quasi-invertibility and nil: An element z belonging to a Jordan algebra 3 is quasi-invertible (q.i.) with quasi-inverse we^iî \-z is invertible with inverse \ -w in 0193-A subset is called quasi-invertible if all of its elements are quasiinvertible in 3-The maximal quasi-invertible ideal of an algebra is usually called the Jacobson radical and plays an important role in the structure theory. If we define an element z e 3 to be nilpotent if z"=0 for some n (here powers of an element are defined recursively by z°= 1, z1=z, zn+2= Uzz"), then a nil ideal is one all of whose elements are nilpotent. There is a unique maximal nil ideal containing all other nil ideals and this is called the nil radical. In [3] McCrimmon shows that nil and quasiinvertibility are radical properties of type A.
A lesser known radical property is that of antiprime: An algebra 3 is strongly semiprime if it contains no absolute zero divisors. An algebra 3 is an antiprime algebra (henceforth called a F-algebra) if no nonzero homomorphic image of 3 is strongly semiprime (i.e. every homomorphic image of 3 contains an absolute zero divisor).
Proposition.
P is a radical property.
Proof, (a) Every homomorphic image /»(3) of a F-algebra 3 is again a F-algebra for if not, then for some homomorphism Ô, ó(p(3))=(V(3) is strongly semiprime and nonzero.
(b) For 23 an ideal of 3 and for SB and 3/8 F-algebra, 3 is also a Palgebra for if not, then some nonzero homomorphic image 3/& (ftc3) is strongly semiprime. Case 1. If 93 c ft, then 3/ft is a strongly semiprime nonzero homomorphic image (projection) of 3/93 which is assumed to be a F-algebra, a contradiction. (where Uxj$9\). Umx)iZ=UxUiUx^UxU1^^Ux^^R. So
Uxj is a nonzero absolute zero divisor of 3'ft, a contradiction. Hence 3 must be a F-algebra.
(c) Every F-algebra 3 contains a F-ideal 9Î which contains every other F-ideal of 3: Let 5R=2 23a be the sum of all the F-ideals of 3. We claim 9? is a £-ideal, for take any nonzero homomorphic image p(Jt) of Ä: pCR)=1 P(23j-We must find an absolute zero divisor in p(91). Since pCM)#0, ^(23^)^0 for some v.; and since 23., is a £-ideal, there exists a nonzero element z e p(23a) such that Uzp('BI)=0. If £/2p(9î)=0, z is an absolute zero divisor in p(3t). So assume (/jp(9t);¿0 and examine U^CR) (x-Uzy, v e pC¡R), .v#0). UxpA\%»UtUyUtp(% e [/Jp(23I)=0. Hence x is an absolute zero divisor of p(9î). 91 is therefore a P-algebra. It is easy to see that P is a radical property of type A because the ideal spanned by all absolute zero divisors is clearly a f-ideal.
In the case of associative algebras one has the following theorem: For il an ideal of an associative algebra 21, /?(5l)=5ln/?(2f) where R is the Jacobson radical. In Proof.
Since /?(23)<= 23, it is sufficient to show that /? (23) is an R ideal of 3 and therefore #(23)<=/?(3). That is, we must show (1) t/Ä<<B>3<=Ä(S), (2) £73Ä(S)<=Ä(5B).
Note. We may as well assume that 3 's unital since any quadratic Jordan algebra 3 can be imbedded in a unital quadratic Jordan algebra 3'=<I>103, and any ideal in 3 will be an ideal in 3'-To prove (1), let z e UR(<^)Z->■£■• let-be a finite linear combination of elements of the form Ux.}'i where xt e /?(23) and yt e 3-In view of our lemma, since z e 23 it is sufficient to prove t/.23c/?(55). Also since U.=U1U{Xi)y.-'2. UU{x.)y.+ Z><> Uu(x,)y(,U(*,)»ii i* 's now c'ear tnat we w'" be done 'f kr/u)¡.23<= Ä(33) for x e Ä(e)'and v £ 3; for then UulXiH(%<=R(%) implies Ux.y. e R(23) which in turn implies UU{x¡)>l..U(Xj)y)s'<=-RCi8). But UU(x)yk'= UsUyUJ&c UtUrRCS) (since /?(23) is an ideal of %)<=UJB<=R(%).
To prove (2) we now let z e U^RCSi), i.e., let z be a finite linear combination of elements of the form Ux.y¿ where .v¡ e 3 and y¡ e /?(23). Again Proof. By Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show 7?(23)=>23n7?(3). But since 7? is a hereditär)' radical property, any ideal of an 7? ring is again an 7? ring. In particular, 23n7?(3)isanideal of 7?(3) and is therefore an 7? ring and an ideal in 23. Therefore 23n/í(3)<=7í(23).
Corollary. For R nil or quasi-invertible, and for 23 an ideal of '3, 7\(23) = 23n7?(3). So, 3 R-semisimple=>S5 R-semisimple.
Proof. It has been mentioned that nil and quasi-invertibility are radical properties of type A. It remains to show that they are hereditary radical properties. But it is clear that every ideal of a nil ring is again nil. Furthermore, the explicit expression for the quasi-inverse of an element z is w=U~[i_i)(z2-z) since (1 -z)"1 = t^.,0 -z) = C/ûUU -z? -UJiU(z2 -z)=\-w.
If 23 is any ideal then the quasi-inverse of any quasi-invertible element of 23 also belongs to 23. Quasi-invertibility, therefore, is a hereditary radical property.
